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Abstract: Many optional clauses, although are not covered by the Labour Code and labour
law as special provisions they may be used in practice.
On those terms, in the context of relieving the courts, is of a real interest the discussion if it is
possible an arbitration clause (arbitration) that the individual labour contract parties
undertake to settle by arbitration disputes which may arise between them.
However, we believe that we can not exclude de plano the existence of an arbitration clause
in individual employment contract provided that they do not seek the waiver of a right by the
employee, such as for clarifying the meaning of some clauses of the individual labour
contract and not by the employer, which may give, for example, of a claim for compensation
from his employees. It requires that the legislature, restricting the scope of art. 38 of the
Labour Code to the rights established by law, and not those recognized by law, as currently to govern by a rule of principle, contained in the Labour Code, possibility of solving any
individual labour dispute by alternative means such as arbitration as it does on collective
labor disputes .
Keywords: arbitration clause, individual labour contract, individual labour dispute.

1. Introduction
Any employment contract contains1 two types of terms: essential clauses which are
included in all contracts and covenants, the latter forming the conventional left to the
agreement of the parties, but with legal compliance, of the collective agreement, public order
and morality.
The insertion of such clauses in individual employment contract content "is not legally
possible, penalty that comes being the nullity of the contract either wholly or that clause," for
example2, the clause that would prohibit law parties to address the court3.
But many optional clauses4, although not covered by the Labour Code and Labour
Law as special provisions may be used in practice.
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On those terms, in the context of relieving the courts, the discussion if possible an
arbitration clause is important(arbitration) that the individual labour contract parties undertake
to settle by arbitration disputes which may arise between them.
2. The arbitration agreement effects
The main effect of the arbitration agreement is the exclusion of jurisdiction of the
court which would be, in the absence of the arbitration clause, jurisdiction to resolve the
dispute between the parties. It must be stressed however that this is not a definite exclusion of
the jurisdiction of state courts, because to admit otherwise it would be a violation of free
access to justice.
There are exempted, to be subject to the arbitration clause, according to Art. 542 para.
1 of the Civil Procedure Code, disputes concerning rights which the parties may not dispose.
It might say that, given the provisions of art. 38 para. 2 of the Labour Code, according to
which, the employees can not waive their rights which are recognized by law. Any transaction
that seeks waiver of rights recognized by law or limit these rights is invalid ", an arbitration
clause is inadmissible, at the conclusion of the individual labor contract negotiations and its
subsequent insertion through an addendum in such a contract, according to art. 549 of the
Code of Civil Procedure.
In legal literature it was noted that, unlike the collective labour conflicts, individual
labour disputes can not be resolved by arbitration"5 court intervention to ensure balance
between the mutual benefits of the parties6, being the only way of resolving conflicts between
parts of the individual employment contract.
However, we believe that we can not exclude de plano the existence of an arbitration
clause in individual employment contract provided that they do not seek the waiver of a right
by the employee, such as for clarifying the meaning of clauses of the individual labor contract
and not by the employer7, which may be waived, for example, that a claim for compensation
to his employees.
An arbitration clause may produce legal effects in the event of a finding of invalidity
of the individual employment contract; Possible situation given that art. 57 para. 6 of the
Labour Code provides, nullity and establishing, by law, its effects by mutual consent "8.
They could not understand how it would be possible conflict mediation of the rights
the parties may have to resolve labour disputes, according to art. 73 para. 2 of Law no.
192/2006 on mediation and the mediator profession9 and an arbitration same thing tends to be
inadmissible.
Extraprocesual mediation agreement obtained can be subjected to scrutiny by the court
as art. 59 paragraph 2 of Law no. 192/2006, shows that the parties may appear before the
court to ask them to make a decision to sanction the deal. Since it can resolve an individual
5
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labour conflict, of course not involving legal rights through an alternative route such as
mediation, it can not be seen why such a conflict resolution can not be subject to an
alternative route namely arbitration.
It should be noted that unlike the conflicts of rights, collective labor conflicts can be
resolved by alternative pathways regulated by art. 166-180 of Law. 62/2011, social
dialogue10, among them being and arbitration.
3. The arbitration procedure
The arbitration procedure is a special procedure, rules governing it having a strict
interpretation and application, the Arbitral Tribunal is notified by the claimant, which means
it can not be seized by the declination of jurisdiction by a court. ,, Only when in the arbitration
clause, as special procedure it is not passed the arbitration court incompetence material can
not be waived and therefore decline jurisdiction."11
To the extent that, in conducting the arbitration proceedings, it appears the need for
regulations that lack both from the arbitration agreement and from the common law of
arbitration (...), the arbitrators may draw on relevant rules of civil procedure12.
Fixing the first hearing in the arbitration proceedings shall be after reading the written
stage, better said after checking the preparation stage of the proceedings or, where applicable,
after completion of the file."13
The arbitral award shall be enforceable and forecloses just like a judgment, according
to art. 615 of the Code of Civil Procedure
If we admit the possibility of such a clause, category permissive rules seems to be
practically useless, because the Romanian private law rule, which is not prohibited is allowed
without the need for a special rule governing this permission. "It is axiomatic that the current
Romanian law, the law does not prohibit everything is permitted."14 Being so well positioned
employee is not prohibited by law so allowed.
In legal literature, without referring strictly to arbitration, it was expressed the view
that both parties of the individual labour contract and the service of the report, so all
employees and employers who do not want to settle individual labour conflict by judicial
process they can settle it by themselves ..."15
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Any transaction that would establish rights below those required by law or applicable
collective labor contract is absolutely void because, as expressed in the doctrine 16, the
legislature does not prohibit waiver of a right won, but only giving up its right given by the
law, that only the minimum of a right.
On the other hand, ...as long as the law does not prohibit, it is acceptable that are
allowed transactions on employer rights and the exercise of these rights."17According to the
view18 according to which some categories of issues regarding labour rights, can do, in case
of conflict, the mediation subject, they can do just as well the subject to arbitration.
Arbitration can be effective in individual rights conflict concerns only rights that
employees exclusively through the individual employment contract or where the dispute
occurs only when an alleged violation of a right granted by the individual employee's
employment as a result of individual negotiation, granting of rights covered by law or
collective agreement or to establish a higher level than that established in rights in Labour law
- law and collective agreement."19
For labour law, common law is civil law and consequently civil procedural law 20. In
this respect it should be noted that Article 216 of Law no. 62/2011, social dialogue law21
states that its provisions on the procedure for resolving individual labour conflicts
appropriately is complemented by the Code of Civil Procedure.
Finally we have to highlight the application in practice to arbitration on labour rights,
for example, no.93/29.10.2007 handed down by the Court of Arbitration of the National
Union of Handicraft Cooperatives - UCECOM.22
Art. 38 of the Labour Code does not apply23 to employee rights whose legal source
(obligational) is exclusively individual employment contract, excluding the rights expressed
which are the expression are those provided by collective agreement.
4. Conclusion
It requires that the legislature, restricting the scope of art. 38 of the Labour Code to the
rights established by law (and not those recognized by law as currently)24 - to govern by a rule
of principle contained in the Labour Code, possibility of solving any individual labor dispute
by alternative means such as arbitration as it does on collective labor disputes.
Also, the ferenda law courts of arbitration may be established and operated , in
addition to Labour inspectorates.
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